Describe corner monument: GL01908 set post and stone mound.
30 Fir, S. 80° W., 400 LKS.
30” Fir, S. 85° W., 450 LKS.

Describe bearing trees or other official accessories found:
Found original post with faint scribe marks
"/" on south side. Post is in rock mound
with 1” pipe alongside.

Describe corner location relative to near-by features, also how to reach corner:
The BTs are gone, apparently ravaged by the many fires that have swept through this area.

Rewitness:
Accessories: Describe new BTs' witness objects etc. established, or work done to preserve existing
1. Scribe 2 alders,
14” alder, S. 72° W., 25 3/4 ft. scribed in bark "1/2 21 BT."
12” alder, S. 1° E., 14 3/4 ft. scribed in bark "4521 BT."
Var. 21° distances are to side-center.

Leonard W. Latmore, Tillamook County Deputy Surveyor, 4/26/73

Remarks: Leonard Latmore is a Deputy County Surveyor employed to re-witness
positive identifiable monuments found in connection with the USFS with
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